Mimics of the dimerization domain of hepatocyte growth factor exhibit anti-Met and anticancer activity.
The angiotensin IV analog norleual [Nle-Tyr-Leu-ψ-(CH(2)-NH(2))-Leu-His-Pro-Phe] has been shown recently to act as a hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)/Met antagonist capable of blocking the binding of HGF to the Met receptor, inhibiting HGF-dependent activation of Met, and attenuating HGF-dependent cellular activities. In addition, norleual exhibited marked anticancer activity. Homology between norleual and the dimerization domain (hinge region) of HGF led to the hypothesis that norleual acts by interfering with HGF dimerization/multimerization and functions as a dominant-negative hinge region mimic. To test this hypothesis we investigated the ability of norleual to bind to and inhibit the dimerization of HGF. To further evaluate the idea that norleual was acting as a hinge region mimic, we synthesized a hexapeptide representing the HGF hinge sequence and established its capacity to similarly block HGF-dependent activation of Met and HGF-dependent cellular functions. The hinge peptide not only bound with high affinity directly to HGF and blocked its dimerization but it also inhibited HGF-dependent Met activation, suppressed HGF-dependent cellular functions, and exhibited anticancer activity. The major implication of this study is that molecules targeting the dimerization domain of HGF may represent novel and viable anticancer therapeutic agents; the development of such molecules should be feasible using norleual and the hinge peptide as synthetic templates.